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The truism is that absence makes the heart grow fonder and this certainly seemed to apply to a Covid 

induced absence from Hashing (though it may also be that absence also makes the body less active, if 

rumours about some H4 members are to be believed…), for it was a merry sextet (the first of 4) that 

gathered outside the ‘Club’ at Northchapel at 10am on the first Sunday morning in April. 

 

With the trail set by Forkin’ Whisperer, and with pink flour (steady on), we were unsure what to expect, 

but all were excited to be back on the trail and to be back together. Rusty social skills notwithstanding, it 

was clear that this was going to be sociable occasion. 

 

As we set off heading North the sun appeared and all was merry and bright prompting a suggestion that 

Ravinous Curls should take his top off, but this was firmly rebuffed! Despite protestations of weary limbs 

from some, the pack split quickly, with the dogs (canine and monikered) and Ravinous Curls at the front 

and the chatterboxes of Nutbush and Chilly Willie at the rear with the Hare, but the front runners were too 

keen and, having caught sight of a return marker, were nearly heading back at the start with only 800m 

run!  The Hare called them back into line and along with Ravinous Curls the track was reset to avoid any 

later groups taking the same short cut.    

 

We were off again following the course of pink through Frith Wood with the group elongating and 

returning together for checkpoints until we reached Shillinglee Park when the course turned South and we 

found ourselves treated to an architectural discourse from our Hare as we passed and posed for photos at 

the Deer Tower and admired the view to The Lake.  Nutbush prevented us from becoming far more 

highbrow than any Hash should be by turning the conversation to running in rubber and we resumed what 

we were meant to be doing… 

 

Another photo stop on a picturesque bridge almost came to a sticky end with a near kamikaze canine, but 

disaster was avoided and On On we went.  After passing Frith Lodge heading South, we thought we 

might catch sight or sound of a later group, but all was quiet (perhaps they did all take the sneaky short-

cut? I suspect we will never know…).  As we ran along a field margin the markings took an unusually 

specific turn and there was no way we could mistake the left turn ahead and back onto familiar ground.   

The end in sight, we scampered downhill and soon were back to where we had begun.  

 

While there was of course disappointment that the liquid refreshment we had earned was still a junction 

further away on the ‘Roadmap’, the Hare did reward us all with a seasonal chocolate egg and all were 

smiling.  It is good to be back. 

 

Lauren ‘Whippet’ Blatherwick 



 

 
 

 



 



 



 



 

 


